Google Basics - allintitle:

If you wanted to use Google to search for webpages that contained the keywords cosmic dust, universe, and Herschel (the telescope) in the title of a website – you could type in the search:

```
intitle:“cosmic dust” intitle:universe intitle:Herschel
```

(Note – no spaces between the colons and the quotes or the colon and the first letter of the word you’re searching for).

However, you could also use the Google command allintitle:

Example - allintitle: “cosmic dust” universe Herschel

This search finds web pages with all three of these ideas in the title and you don’t even have to worry about extra spaces after the colon!

So why don’t we just always use allintitle: all the time, instead of intitle:?

An answer awaits at What You Must Know guide - Week 1 – Why use intitle:?